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WHO WE ARE
Community Energy Scotland is an independent Scottish charity and membership
organisation that has been supporting communities across Scotland to develop
their own renewable energy projects since 2007.
Our mission is to strengthen and empower local communities by helping them to
own, control and benefit from their local renewable energy resources, control
and reduce their energy costs, regenerate their communities and play their part
in the low carbon transition.

WHAT WE DO
Community Energy Scotland provides independent and ongoing practical and
technical support for community project development. We make it possible for
member organisations to link up and network, both with each other and with
policy makers.
Our priorities are as follows: increase community understanding of and influence
on the energy system; increase community ownership, control and benefit;
control community energy costs and reduce fossil fuel use; and make CES
sustainable and more effective.
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WELCOME
At the end of April 2021 we said goodbye to Nicholas Gubbins, who had been
the CEO of Community Energy Scotland for sixteen years. He was a
tremendously knowledgeable and extremely enthusiastic advocate for
community energy in all its forms. He shared a vision for communities to have
holistic community empowerment in their conservation of their natural areas,
their own control of their natural resources in wind, water and solar, and their
co-operative and community-based sharing of those resources in a way that was
fair and equitable. This annual report is the record of the heritage he built CES
to be.
Covid has provided another urgent reason for joining up agendas and radically
rethinking the purpose of the economy as we face up to the climate and nature
emergency. We face a huge challenge that can also be an exciting motivator for
collective endeavour to build a wellbeing economy focussed on enabling
everybody to thrive in a flourishing environment. The energy transition is
central to this and the collective intelligence and local knowledge of
communities have a key role to play. Community Energy Scotland’s technical
support and the sharing of knowledge and learning across our membership will
be crucial to a fair energy transition. At CES we also understand that if
communities are to be properly empowered to fulfil their essential role in a just
transition, they need policymakers to understand their importance and to
provide the structural, legislative and regulatory support so urgently needed.

JANET FOGGIE

PHILIP REVELL

Chief Executive Officer

Chair of Board of Directors
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WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED

Increase community understanding
and influence
Work on our Community Energy Futures (CEF) programme continued apace this
year as we began delivery to our third cohort of community organisations. The
programme aims to help community groups across Scotland understand the
coming changes in the UK energy system and provide them with the knowledge
and support to develop innovative renewable energy projects of their own. 14
groups from the Western Isles and Aberdeenshire began the programme as part
of this year's cohort which was delivered succesfully online due to pandemic
restrictions.

Since the programme inception back in 2019 we have worked with around 30
community organisations, rural and urban, supporting them via our workshops
and dedicated tailored support to identify and prioritise local energy needs,
develop high level local energy plans and begin planning or furthering existing
renewable energy project ideas.
So far, 13 community projects have been completed and 3 are currently in
development as a direct result of our engagement through CEF. The networking
element of the programme has also facilitated our first collaborative project
featuring a partnership of several community trusts aiming to develop
sustainable transport solutions.
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Control community energy costs and
reduce fossil fuel use
Supporting communities in areas of high fuel poverty remained a focus of our
activities. Projects such as the Balivanich Premises & Facilities Feasibility Study,
a collaboration between CES and Uist Council of Voluntary Organisations
(UCVO), uses a collective approach to address the problems caused by high
energy costs, health & safety concerns and flooding faced by community and
third sector groups that own or rent buildings in Balivanich.
The study has already highlighted potential premises with affordable running
costs, and is investigating ways to increase efficiency through sharing space and
resources, to considerably reduce the carbon footprint of the third sector.

Decarbonisation is another key area in our work supporting communities across
Scotland. The Western Isles Energy In Motion project aimed to increase
awareness of the options for reducing carbon emissions from travel and
transport on the islands, and explored the benefits of electric vehicles, e-bikes
and increased shared journeys to reduce fossil fuel usage.
More joined up thinking and planning on travel strategy and transport resource
sharing is fundamental to enable increased future ownership of local low carbon
travel infrastructure assets and to support the long-term move to a more
sustainable travel system for communities, particularly those in more remote
areas.
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Increase community ownership,
control and benefit
Through the ReFLEX project we have: increased community asset ownership by
funding community owned electric vehicles (EVs), with EV charging units soon to
follow; trialled the car club shared asset model; facilitated the collaboration of
organisations supporting the local population's energy needs; and championed
social inclusivity by developing a process for assessing the social inclusivity of
energy transition initiatives. Through the SMILE project we have built on the
Heat Smart Orkney project to trial whether more innovative heat storage
solutions (ASHPs and heat batteries, rather than resistive storage heating) could
be used to reduce community-owned renewable generation curtailment by
integrating them into a smart flexible demand system.

I

We dedicated significant time to policy work via several key public consultation
responses on energy related policy, particularly around low carbon heat, at both
UK and Scottish government level as the drive toward Net Zero gathers pace and
government comes to terms with the scale and challenge of the task ahead.
In an effort to help create a positive environment for community energy
ownership and control, we put forward a strong case for the role of community
groups to help raise public awareness and confidence in low carbon heat
technologies (which are not currently well understood), and as a natural point of
delivery for grassroots energy efficiency activities which will be crucial to help
drive the large scale behavioural change required if we are to reduce our overall
energy demand.
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Make Community Energy Scotland
sustainable and more effective
We spent a significant part of 2020-2021 advocating for the role of community
groups to help drive the reduction and flexible management of energy demand
at a local level, across Scotland, and have championed their potential as key
players in the green recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic.
Our “Next Steps” discussion paper argued that community-led energy action is
central to enabling a more decentralised, flexible and low carbon national
energy system, with a much higher level of community participation, and
highlighted some key measures which we think need to be implemented to
enable community groups to act.

The pandemic created some challenges for our jointly-owned windfarm, 'The
Fishermen Three', as global energy prices collapsed following huge reductions in
industrial demand during national lockdowns. However, prices bounced back
gradually and we’ve secured good rates for the next few years.
Nordex did an outstanding job keeping the turbines running at a very high
availability – over 99% - and the completion of Transmission upgrades just
before Christmas ended the period of curtailment which has led to significantly
improved yields since then. This is very positive news for the sustainability of
CES as we look forward to increased income from the windfarm to help support
our activities in the coming years.
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OUR HIGHLIGHTS

APR - JUN 2020
CES present at a webinar organised
by the Scottish Islands Federation
and the European Small Islands
Federation on the topic of
‘Developing Island Local Energy
Communities through local energy
plans’
Future Support for Low Carbon Heat
consultation response submitted
Delivery of Community Energy
Futures programme to 3rd cohort of
community orgs begins

JUL - SEP 2020
CES ‘Next Steps in Community
Energy’ discussion paper published
CES on the panel at the ‘Keeping It
Real - An Inclusive Transition to Net
Zero’ webinar – sponsored by the
Scottish Government and SP Energy
Networks
Completion of ‘Building community
climate resilience through
sustainable electricity for enterprise’
project in Sitolo, Malawi
Transfer of CES owned Surf 'n'
Turf/BIG HIT Hydrogen fuel cell and
transport assets and responsibilities
to EMEC
SP Energy Networks free online 'Zero
Carbon Communities Hub', supported
by CES, officially launches
Western Isles Energy In Motion
project begins
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OUR HIGHLIGHTS

OCT - DEC 2020
Energy Consumer Commission
consultation response submitted
CES’ brand new website went live
Heat Smart Orkney - led by Rousay,
Egilsay and Wyre Development Trust
in partnership with CES and VCharge
- won the Best Community Project
Award at the Scottish Green Energy
Awards.
CES attend International
Development Covid Review hosted
by Scottish Government
CES begin work supporting
development of SP Energy Network's
Community Energy Strategy
Consortium bid
CES lead delivery of HotScot
Community Stakeholder workshop

JAN - MAR 2021
Farewell to our outgoing CEO,
Nicholas Gubbins, & his successor,
Janet Foggie is appointed
State of the Sector questionnaire
launched
CES delivered a workshop mini-series
on community energy and alternative
economics
Completion of ‘Solar Ovens for
Economic Growth’ project which
piloted the use of solar ovens in two
biomass dependent bakery
cooperatives in rural Malawi.
CES, alongside UistWind, contribute a
short video about community energy
to Scotland’s Climate Assembly (SCA)
Work begins on the RIPEET project
Work to support Western Isles
communities affected by subsea
cable outage begins
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FINANCIALS

*UNAUDITED

EXPENDITURE

INCOME

Office & Admin
7%

Other
8%
Business
9%

Grants
83%

Project Delivery
93%

With a more challenging funding environment for community energy projects, the scale
of restricted funds under management reduced from the previous year and was focused
around a smaller number of key partnership projects.
The main funding sources of the company were from the delivery of the Smart Islands
Energy Systems (SMILE) project funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020 Programme, along
with funding from Innovate UK (ReFLEX Project), SP Energy Networks and The
Robertson Trust.
The full audited accounts for 2020-21 are available on request from CES after
ratification at our AGM in December 21.
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OUR PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

CES has come through COVID-19 with a deepened commitment to tackling the
issues communities face in reaching Net Zero. We firmly believe reaching the
Scottish Government’s ambitious targets is the only way to engage in the global
challenge of decreasing global warming.
Well supported community anchor organisations and community-led energy
projects will be essential to a fair energy system transition. Communities hold
the key to the creative, innovative, and locally practicable solutions which will
enable them, and in turn the rest of the UK, to reach for Net Zero in a way that
emphasises Dignity and Inclusion.
In all of this CES, will do everything we can to enable, facilitate and support
those communities in their own work to find solutions that suit them in the
coming years. This is a transformational journey, and we are looking at new ways
of bringing together communities which look and feel very different, but which
are trying to solve common problems, and share best practice.
Charity No: SC039673
Company No: SC333698
Registered Office:
67A Castle Street
Inverness
IV2 3DU

www.communityenergyscotland.org.uk
info@communityenergyscotland.org.uk
@CES_Tweet
@communityenergyscotland
@CommunityEnergyScot
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